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Abstract. Physical health of teenagers is closely connected with professional sports teachers' guidance. China's
colleges and universities sports education professional teaching quality is declining, it will pose a serious challenge to
the physical and mental health of teenagers. This article from the perspective of teachers, the quality problems in the
teaching of research university sports education professional, using fuzzy clustering analysis method, analyzes the
research object, and gives the method to cluster analysis of figure. The results of the analysis index of Beijing sports
university and is the most close to shenyang sports colleges and universities.

1 Introduction
Teenager is the future of a country, the hope of a nation.
Professional sports teachers cultivation is a basic guarantee
of teenager physical exercises. However, with institutions
of higher learning constantly expanding enrollment, each
major teaching quality is hard to ensure, especially for
sports dance major teaching quality, which constitutes a
certain threaten to Chinese future teenager health growth
[1-3].
By referencing lots of documents, the paper based on
formers research , starts from faculty structure perspective,
studies on Chinese universities undergraduate physical
education major teaching quality, and analyzes faculty
overall structure.

2 Evaluation model establishment
Chinese universities undergraduate physical education
major teaching quality has inseparable relations to faculty
overall structure. Faculty overall structure contains
professional title structure, qualification structure, age
structure and academic structure. The establishment of the
model aims to make classification of the three sports
institutions of higher learning, and meanwhile presents
classification path so as to easy to better study on the
problems in later period [4-6].
Data is from “Discuss regular institution of higher
learning physical education undergraduate program
teaching quality guarantee”. In above mentioned four
factors, define standard factors, professional title structure
takes advanced professional and technical posts teachers
proportions as standard, qualification structure takes
a,b

proportion of teachers with master and doctorate as
standard, age structure takes proportions of young and
mid-aged teachers that below forty-five years old as
standard, academic structure takes proportions of teachers
graduate in external schools as standard. In order to be
convenient for observing, draw original data as broken line
chart to make comparison, as Figure 1 shows.
From Figure 1, we can see that in the five research
objects, age structure differences are not big; it is
qualification structure that has significant differences.
In daily life, we tend to need classifying multiple
indicators according to certain criterions. But in most cases,
classification limits are not very obvious, therefore fuzzy
clustering analysis application in practice is very widely
[7].
It is clear U= {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5} make classification on
these five traditional sports events, select self proportions
as standard, and look for three institutions of higher
learning (five groups of data) classification path.
At first, according to Table 1 data, it constructs
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And then use maxi-min method to construct fuzzy
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similar matrix, the computational process is as following:
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Others rij computational methods are as above.
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Use squares method to compound transitive closure
t R  R 4 and get:
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Figure 2. The figure of part of the dynamic clustering.
In Figure 2, “1” represents Beijing sports institutions of
higher learning in 2005 ,“2”represents Beijing sports
institutions of higher learning in 2006 ,“3” represents
Shenyang sports institutions of higher learning in 2005 ,“4”
represents Shenyang sports institutions of higher learning
in 2006 ,“5” represents Chengdu sports institutions of
higher learning in 2006. From Figure, it is clear that
indicators of Beijing sports institutions of higher learning in
2006 and get closest to that of Shenyang sports universities
in 2007, it can be firstly clustered as one type.

t(R)
elements
ranks
according
to
size
are: 1  0.94  0.92  0.90  0.88
For above process, use partial dynamical clustering
graph to express as Figure 2.

3 Conclusions
The paper proceeded fuzzy clustering is adopting transitive
closure method; its steps are clearly and easier to program
with strong operability. In daily life, lots of problems have
no clearly limits; therefore, the method application range is
wide and well adapted. But due to fuzzy clustering analysis
needs to determine in advance about how kinds it classifies,
once number of classification determine is fault, the result
accuracy will reduce and then it is hard to ensure objectivity.
Therefore, in general, people will carry out classification

Figure 1. The raw data line chart.
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handling with research objects according to dynamic
clustering analysis chart.
The paper applies fuzzy clustering analysis into
physical education quality evaluation, carries out fuzzy
clustering analysis of five researched objects, and provides
fuzzy clustering analysis chart. The figure can clearly
indicate clustering paths, which provides help for the kind
of problems future researching.
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